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Student Watershed
Research Project
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Content
• data collection
and analysis

The Student Watershed Research Project (SWRP) involves teachers, students,
scientists, businesses, governmental agencies, community groups, and metropolitan schools in Portland, Oregon, and Vancouver, Washington, in watershed

• collaboration with
outside agencies
• environmental
stewardship
• engaging students
in local environmental issues

education and collection of quality data. SWRP develops a wareness, knowl edge, skills, and commitment leading to responsible behavior and constructive
actions with regard to water quality and watershed resources.

As citizen scientists, students learn to gather and use scientific information in
in community decision-making. Students add valuable information to a

• integrating watershed research into
regular curriculum

regional watershed database and simultaneously gain an increased awareness of

• chemistry, microbiology macroinbertebrate
inventory, vegetation inventory,
habitat assessment

SWRP is based at the Saturday Academy of the Oregon Graduate Institute of

the complex issues involved in environmental stewardship.

SAMPLE SITES
Hambric Middle School
Nancy Blackwell
Principal
4600 Aldine Mail Route
Houston, TX 77039
phone:281-985-6570
fax:281-442-9036
e-mail:unavailable
web site:unavailable
Highwood Schools
Diana Knudson
Middle School Coordinator
and Teacher
Box 100, Route 1
Highwood, MT 59450
phone:406-733-2691
fax:406-733-2671
e-mail:
mountaineers@3rivers.net
web site:unavailable

Franklin Middle School
Gloria Wiley
Teacher/Trainer
818 35th Avenue
Greeley, CO 80631
phone:970-353-0727
fax:970-395-7469
e-mail:gkwiley@alpha.psd.k12.co.us
web site:unavailable

Maplewood Middle School
Carroll Parsons
Assistant Principal
4401 Maplewood Drive
Sulphur, LA 70663
phone:318-625-3467
fax:318-625-8725
e-mail:
cparsons@hal.calc.k12.la.us
web site:unavailable

Science and Technology. Its goals are: (1) collaboration between science teachers,
students, and practicing scientists; (2) provision of training, equipment, and

KEY CONTACT PERSON . . .

materials for watershed monitoring; (3) maintenance of a database of student-

Carolyn Bronson

collected data; (4) sharing of data with participating agencies and community

Creative Child Concepts
P.O. Box 22447
Seattle, WA 98122-0447

groups; and (5) fostering ste wardship of natural areas and natural resources by

Phone:206-325-5418
Fax:

206-860-9599

students. The Student Watershed Research Project models the value of
partnerships among public schools, community agencies, and professional

Context
• urban, suburban,
and rural schools
in Oregon and
Washington
• varied student
populations

partnership with local and/or state agencies and scientists whose work is

Web site:unavailable

related to the areas of focus in the science curriculum.

DOCUMENTATION

PROGRAM CONTEXT
SWRP be gan in 1991 and has trained 91 teachers who directly impact over
6,000 students in grades 8-12 from 18 public and private school districts in the
Portland/Vancouver metropolitan areas. The SWRP model is being applied at
50 sites on streams that vary greatly in their physical, chemical, and biological
make-up. SWRP has been applied in both middle and high schools.
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E-mail:carolynbronson@worldnet.att.net

scientists. Those who wish to develop a similar program need to foster a
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The Creative Connection.(1996). Revalidation Submittal for the Program Effectiveness Panel.
Seattle, WA: Author.
Maker, C.J., Rogers, A., Nielson, A.B. & Bauerle, P.R.(1996).Multiple intelligences, problem
solving, and diversity in the general classroom. Journal for the Education of the Gifted ,
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Project Success Enrichment (PSE).(1996). Educational Programs That Work:
The Catalogue of the National Diffusion Networ k, 21st edition.Longmont,
CO:Sopris West.
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EVIDENCE

OF INCREASED

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
Teachers who guide students’ work in SWRP participate in the intensive five-day

Success
Indicators

Multiple evaluations of Project Success Enrichment over 15 years have

Riparian and Aquatic Ecosystem Monitoring: A Technical Training Workshop,

demonstrated its positive impact on student performance. Pre- and post-test
portfolios collected and evaluated by experts demonstrated student growth in
both writing and visual arts. Portfolios incorporated both writing and visual
arts and included classroom-based samples of students’writing in multiple
genre including short stories, poems, descriptions, and character descriptions.

offered in the summer months. Training includes both lab and field components
and is taught by SWRP staff, classroom teachers, university faculty, research
scientists, and state personnel. Content includes basic chemistry, advanced
chemistry, microbiology, macroinvertebrate inventory, vegetation inventory,
habitat assessment, data and communications, watershed connections, curriculum
integration, community resources, and program design and assessment.

E vidence of student achievement has been demonstrated on multiple
• student writing
portfolios
• student visual arts
portfolios

▲

measures of reading and writing. In a 1983 experimental study, 469 fourth-,
fifth-, and sixth-grade students at 17 sites in five states demonstrated
statistically significant (p<.008) growth in creative writing skills. The
characteristics used to assess creative writing were descriptive language,
imagery, and overall quality of writing.

Following the training, three or four mandatory meetings are held throughout the
y e a r. Meetings address quality assurance/quality control procedures, data
collection parameter updates, and innova t ive curriculum and community
volunteering ideas. Ongoing technical support is provided to teachers involved in
the program. SWRP staff serves as a resource for gathering information on
parameters and protocols, sampling site background, and sampling and meeting

In a 1996 study third- to seventh-grade students at 37 sites in 16 states who
participated in Project Success Enrichment scored significantly better on a
creative writing assessment than students in a comparison group who did not
participate in the program (p<.05-.000).

Process
• training
• hands-on
applications
• ongoing support
meetings
• ongoing workshops
to extend content
• technical support
• classroom
visitations

coordination. SWRP technical staff orchestrate classroom visits and field
sampling assistance with volunteers from agencies and or ganizations.

T eachers who integrate watershed analysis components in their classroom expand their science knowledge and pedagogical processes by combining biology,

P rogram participants are encouraged to conduct pre- and post-test
assessments to measure continuous improvement of student work.

chemistry, earth and life sciences with writing, mathematical, and statistical
skills. Teachers work in areas beyond their content specialization and typically
b eyond what their curriculum normally includes. Teachers also refine data
collection and analysis skills in order to help students mathematically model and
statistically analyze their data findings.

Intended
Audience
• individual volunteer
teachers

Project Success Enrichment incorporates a process approach to writing with
the study of literature and visual arts to enhance students’writing and critical

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

and creative thinking skills. The program combines curriculum and instructional
materials that can be used independently or integrated within the regular

✪✪✪

language arts curriculum. The program has flexibility to accommodate the
academic and cognitive needs of a wide range of student learners.

The Student Watershed Research Project increases students’involvement in science
and their ability to perform data collection and analysis as practicing scientists do.
Student achievement is measured by the accuracy of the students’data collection and
analysis, their ability to present their findings to their peers, scientists, and community members, and their involvement in regional watershed policy decisions.
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EVIDENCE

OF INCREASED

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

The evidence of student success for the Student Watershed Research Project

Success
Indicators

STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

is atypical. Rather than demonstrating increased performance on a standard-

The staff development program required to implement Project Success

ized assessment of science knowledge, students demonstrate knowledge of

Enrichment includes a basic two- to four-day training and follow-up sessions

Process

data collection and analysis by having their test results compared to duplicate

(inservice, classroom observations, and coaching sessions). An on-site coordinator

samples analyzed by professional laboratories. SWRP staff combine profes-

provides follow-up support with phone, e-mail, and other assistance provided by

• student data
samples

sional laboratory results with the students’data, provide feedback on the data

the Project Success Enrichment certified trainer and program de veloper.

• professional and
peer review of
student data
analysis reports

reliability of student-collected data are very high. SWRP staff coordinate and

The training focuses on using the multiple-modality approach to teaching the

supervise a rigorous quality assurance/quality control program.

language arts and visual arts curricula. It specifically stresses how to accom-

• curriculum
development

modate differences in students’academic and cognitive ability. The introduc-tory

• on-site suppor t

• student presentations and displays

make policy decisions. The SWRP model has been recognized locally and

▲

nationally for the quality of the data produced, which reflects the quality of
student and teacher performance. The data produced by students was used in
a publication by Oregon’s Department of Environmental Quality in establishing surface water quality standards for dissolved oxygen.

• demonstrations
• modeling

for both the students and teachers, and audit student data. SWRP standards for

The reproducibility of SWRP data allows local agencies to use the data to

• training

training is designed to familiarize teachers with the instructional strategies needed
to implement the program and the language arts curriculum. These strategies
include word expansion, sentence expansion, imagery, drafting, and revision
skills. Teachers learn to engage students in writing descriptions, poetry, fantasies,
and adventures. The language arts curriculum can be presented individually along
with the visual arts or in an integrated fashion.

In addition, students write their group findings and then present them to a
panel of their classroom peers. Students become “specialists” in the particular

More advanced levels of training focus on pedagogical techniques for imple-

parameter they measure, and each group presents both background and find-

menting more complex elements of the language arts curriculum such as liter-ary

ings for their testing during these presentations. Annual summits allow stu-

analysis and symbolism. Other training available to supplement the program

dents to display data on posterboard and give oral presentations, where the

implementation includes three levels of training on visual arts and three levels of

quality and content of presentations are judged by various watershed health

training on integrating language arts through the curriculum.

Intended
Audience
• entire department
or team

professionals. Students also have opportunities to provide information to regulatory agencies regarding the watershed they monitor.

Teachers receive extensive support materials including sample instructional

• entire school

materials, student writing samples to use with their students, sample curricu-

Student Watershed Research Project develops teachers’ understanding of

lum units, and guidance in de veloping further units of study.

watershed research and provides an excellent model of authentic performance
assessment for students. Intensive summer training for teachers is followed by
a wide range of ongoing support to facilitate implementation of the learning in
their classrooms. SWRP contributes to students’understanding, appreciation,

✪ ✪ ✪

and practice of science as a result of their teachers’participation in professional development hat models hands-on, practical learning experiences.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Project Success Enrichment increases students’skills in writing and critical and
c r e a t ive thinking through a process approach to writing and the integration of
literature and visual arts. Teachers acquire constructivist instructional strategies and
techniques for accommodating the diverse needs of learners in their classrooms.
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SAMPLE SITES

Project Success Enrichment
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Content
• writing process

Project Success Enrichment is designed to enrich students’language arts and
visual arts literacy as well as their creative, critical, social, and self-management
skills. The interdisciplinary program focuses on a process approach to writing

• literature study

to integrate literature, higher-order thinking skills, the multiple intelligences,

• critical and creative
thinking skills

and other disciplines.

• reading strategies

Portsmouth Middle School
Doug Saulter
Teacher
5103 North Willis
Portland, OR 97203
phone:503-916-2663
fax:503-916-5666
e-mail:saulter@teleport.com
web site:unavailable

Wilsonville High School
Jim O’Connell
Chemistry Teacher
P.O. Box 3770
Wilsonville, OR 97070
phone:503-685-4600
fax:unavailable
e-mail:
oconnelj@clackesd.k12.or.us
web site:unavailable

Through the staff development component of the program, teachers learn to
incorporate cooperative learning, hands-on activities, problem solving, demon-

• linking integrated
language arts with
visual arts

strations, questioning strategies, and critical and creative thinking processes into
the classroom. Teachers are helped to accommodate a variety of learning styles
and the needs of various le vels of learners by adjusting curriculum and student

• instructional
strategies

projects to address differences among their students.

A strong staff development program supports both the implementation of the
program and change in teacher instructional practices. Teachers acquire knowl-

KEY CONTACT PERSON . . .
Stacy Renfro
Program Director
Student Watershed Research Project
Saturday Academy
Oregon Graduate Institute of Science
and Technology
P.O. Box 91000
Portland, OR 97291-1000

Phone: 503-748-1363
Fax:

503-748-1388

edge and skills to: integrate questions; enhance students’creativity and critical

Context

thinking skills; integrate writing and thinking in a structured, organized way;

E-mail:renfro@admin.ogi.edu

and connect writing and thinking to reading, literature, the visual arts (drawing,
• varied school sites
including rural,
urban, suburban,
and Native
American
schools
• diverse student
populations
including:
- ESL
- LEP
- Title I
- special needs
- gifted
- regular education

58

painting, claywork), and other disciplines. Project Success Enrichment can

Web site:www.ogi.edu/satacad/

replace or enhance the regular language arts curri-culum. It was recognized by
the National Diffusion Network in 1983 and 1989 and revalidated in 1996.

DOCUMENTATION

PROGRAM CONTEXT

Student Watershed Research Project.(1997). Fifth Annual Student Watershed Summit:Summary
Evaluation Comments. Author.

Project Success Enrichment is currently implemented in 2,500 schools in 40
states. The program was originally developed for gifted and talented students
but now meets the needs of all students including regular education, Title I,
at-risk, special needs, Limited English Proficient. It includes students who have
a variety of cultural backgrounds and those who come from various settings
(rural, large city urban, suburban, and small cities).
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